The next generation of voyage management systems has arrived

**The Q88VMS Difference**

- Built around your business
- Built around your users
- Flexible
- Scalable for growth
- Deployed in the Cloud
- Interoperability and collaboration

**Key Benefits**

- Each person in the company interacts with Q88VMS in a way that is natural to that role
  - *System designed by people with tanker chartering and operations experience*
  - *No forced workflows*
  - *No show-stopping validations*
  - *Real-time data capture*
  - *No data entry for someone else’s benefit*
- Easily grow and adapt to changes within your organization and within the industry
- Designed specifically for the tanker industry
- Partnership with the leading software providers in the industry

**Key Features**

- Voyage estimates & actuals
- Integrated email system
- Simple, intuitive reporting for each department’s needs
- Integrate with existing ERP and 3rd party systems
- Fully Hosted Cloud Offering:
  - *No hardware or software to install*
  - *Continuous system improvements*
  - *No costly version upgrades*
  - *Accessible from any mobile device*
  - *Deployed without business disruption*

Cloud-based Q88VMS offers the tanker industry an intuitive voyage management system tailor-made for tanker chartering and operations. Imagine a system that enables Chartering, Operations, Post-Fixture and Management to operate in their natural, intended roles. That’s the system we built, for you. The next generation of voyage management systems has arrived.
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